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Resumen

En este trabajo, se presentan dos modelos para el Análisis de Transitorios

Electromagnéticos en el dominio del tiempo para líneas de Transmisión

Multiconductoras No Uniformes; tomando en cuenta la dependencia frecuencial de sus

parámetros eléctricos y además considerando que son excitadas por campos

electromagnéticos incidentes.

Uno de los modelos esta basado en un método de diferencias finitas en el dominio

del tiempo o método de Yee. Este método tiene la ventaja de fácil entendimiento y no

presenta gran dificultad para su programación. Sin embargo, el método de Yee es

propenso a oscilaciones numéricas.

El otro modelo que se presenta esta basado en el Método de las Características de

la teoría de ecuaciones diferenciales parciales. Este modelo requiere el dominio de la

teoría de ecuaciones diferenciales parciales y análisis modal, pero proporciona una

solución robusta para el problema de propagación de onda en líneas de transmisión

multiconductorasNo Uniformes.

Con el objetivo de que el Método de las Características represente un método de

análisis práctico, las ecuaciones de las Características de la línea Multiconductora se

expresan de una forma que permite definir Circuitos Equivalentes de Norton para los

extremos de la línea de transmisión. Estos circuitos equivalentes hacen posible la

inclusión del Modelo con el Método de las Características a programas de propósito

general o comercial para el análisis de transitorios, tales como el EMTP/ATP.
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Abstract

ln this work, two models for incident fields excited Nonuniform Multiconductor

Transmission lines with frequency dependent parameters for time domain

electromagnetic transients analysis are presented.

One of the models is based on the Finite Difference Time Domain method or

Yee's method. This method has the advantage that is easy to understand and does not

present a heavy programming burden. However it is shown that it is prone to numerical

oscillations.

The other model is based on the Method of Characteristics from the partial

differential equations theory. This Model requires understanding of some theory of

partial differential equations and modal analysis but provides a robust solution for the

wave propagation problem in multiconductor transmission lines.

In order to bring the Method of Characteristics to a practical stage; the

Characteristics equations for the multiconductor line are east into a form that permits

defining Norton equivalent circuits for the transmission line ends. These equivalent

circuits make possible the inclusión of the Characteristics models into a general

purposes program for transient analysis, such as EMTP/ATP.

The results obtained with the developed model are compared with those from the

EMTP and a Numerical Laplace program.
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1 Introduction

1.1 PROBLEM APPROACH

In the analysis of electromagnetic transients of electric power systems, the interest on

studies of elements whose electric parameters change with respect to the spatial variables

has increased. Examples of these elements are transmission lines, transmission towers,

transformers and electrical machines. In spite of the fact that lines show progressive

variations in their parameters, they are generally supposed as uniform or as a serial chain of

uniform lines connected by cascade. This approach provides acceptable results for several

transient phenomena. However, when dealing with fast electromagnetic transient studies, as

in the case of overvoltages created by lightning, it could be necessary to take into account

the gradual variation ofthe electric parameters.

Regarding transmission lines, besides the variation ofthe electrical parameters along

their length, there exist other problems ofpractical interest. Examples of these problems are

the frequency dependence of the electric parameters and the effects of electromagnetic

fields generated by lightning, radiating structures or transmitting antennas.

1.2 BACKGROUND

During the last 50 years a number ofmodels for electromagnetic transient studies on

transmission lines whose parameters change with the distance, so called Nonuniform lines,

have been developed.

In 1954, C. F. Wagner, I. W. Gross and B. L. Lloyd, presented one ofthe first articles

that reported experimental measurements on nonuniform three phase transmission lines and

transmission towers under different operation conditions [1]. Since then those studies have

been used by other researchers in validating results obtained with several models.

One of the first attempts to solve the nonuniform line problem was proposed by C.

Menemenlis and Z.T. Chun in 1982 [2]. They modeled the wave propagation on

1



nonuniform transmission lines using the conventional technique of Lattice Diagrams. This

model considers that along the line exist small discontinuities that produce reflections of

voltage and current waves and in consequence, introduce a transmission and a reflection

coefficient for each point of discontinuity along the line. The principal limitation of this

technique is that such coefficients must be real and the line must be lossless. In 1989, A.

Ametani and M. Auki, developed expressions to obtain the impedance and admittance of

nonuniform and non-parallel conductor systems [3].

In 1990, M. Mostafa Saied, A. S. Alfuhaid and M. E. El. Shandwily, proposed a

model in the s domain [4], for electromagnetic transient studies in nonuniform transmission

lines. The advantage of the method was the ability to provide solutions at any location

along the line.

Latter in 1996, M. T. Correia de Barros and M. E. Almeida, presented a model for

single phase nonuniform Transmission Line based on a finite difference algorithm [5]. This

model considered losses distributed along the line. However, the frequency dependence of

the electrical parameters was not taken into account.

In 1997, H. V. Nguyen, H. W. Dommel and J.R. Marti, developed an exponential

model for single phase lines [6]. Starting from a 2 port representation, the frequency

dependent functions are synthesized using rational functions. The time domain equations

are reduced to a similar form to those used in the Bergeron method and then solved by

means of recursive convolutions.

In 1999, A. Semlyen, performed a frequency domain analysis of the propagation

functions and the characteristic admittance behavior for different cases of nonuniform

multiconductor transmission lines and identified the oscillations due to the non uniformities

[71-

In 1999, Gutiérrez, et. al. used the Method of Characteristics and finite difference

schemes to solve the PDE's ofa frequency independent single phase NUL [8]. Dávila et. al.

extended this method in 2002 to consider both frequency and space dependence [9].

In 2001, M. S. Mamis and M. Koksal, published a model for nonuniform single phase

transmission lines in the s domain [10]. The transmission line was formed by a connection
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of chain matrices. They presented several examples of lightning phenomena in transmission

towers and ground conductors with sagging.

In the same year, A. I. Ramirez, A. Semlyen and R. Iravani, developed a model for

multiconductor transmission lines [11]. The basis for this work was the study published by

Semlyen in 1999 [7] and they proposed equivalent "Norton" circuits to model the

transmission line.

Regarding transmission lines excited by external electromagnetic fields, in 1976 R. P.

Clayton published one the first studies in this área [12]. He presented the coupling

equations that take into account the voltages and currents induced on the transmission line

by incident electric and magnetic fields in the frequency domain.

Later in 1980, A. K. Agrawal, H. J. Price and S. H. Gurbaxani derived the

transmission line equations with electromagnetic coupling fromMaxwell's equations in the

time domain [13]. They obtained two formulations, one in terms ofthe scattered voltages

and currents and other using the total voltages and currents. They found the solution to the

wave propagation problem applying finite differences to the scattered voltages formulation.

In 1995, T. Henriksen proposed a model for analyzing the overvoltages induced by

lightning using the EMTP [14]. The model consisted on dividing the line into several

segments and locating sources between every pair of transmission line segments. This

model did not include the effects ofthe magnetic field.

Also in 1995, A. Xemard, Ph. Baratón and F. Boutet, developed a model that did not

required dividing the transmission line [15]. In this model the coupling with the

electromagnetic field was modeled using only two sources at one transmission line end.

The disadvantage of this model is that calculating those sources is very cumbersome and

the resulting equations could have no analytic solutions.

In the same year, M. D'Amore and M. S. Sarto presented a procedure to calcúlate the

effects of incident electromagnetic fields on multiconductor transmission lines with

frequency dependent parameters using the EMTP [16].

3



1.3 OBJECTIVE

The objective of this work is to develop a Multiconductor Transmission Line model

for electromagnetic transient studies in the time domain. This model will solve the three

following problems:

• Variation of the electric parameters with respect to the distant or height (Non

uniformities).

• Dependence of electric parameters with respect to the frequency (Skin effect).

• Presence of incident electromagnetic fields.

4



2 NonuniformMulticonductor

Transmission LinesWith Frequency

Dependent Parameters

2.1 INTRODUCTION

In the analysis of electromagnetic transients in Electric Power Systems, there is an

increasing interest about the study of elements whose electrical parameters change with the

distance. These elements can be transmission lines, transmission towers, transformers and

electrical machines windings, for example. Generally, when non uniformities exist mean

valúes are assumed. However, for a number of practical cases, such as fast transients

analysis, electrical parameters distance variation may have an important effect on transient

waveforms. Regarding transmission lines, although they often show progressive variations

along their length, in most transient studies they are considered as uniform elements, i.e.,

with constant cross section and constant electrical properties of conductors and dielectrics.

A nonuniform (NU) Transmission Line (TL) can be modeled as a set of uniform segments

connected in cascade; the subdivisión procedure when using a general-purpose program is

cumbersome and lengthy, though. Moreover a great deal ofexperience is needed in order to

define the optimal number of line sections.

Several methods for analyzing JNU lines have been proposed. Some are based on

frequency domain techniques [4,17] while others are based on time domain techniques

[2,5,6].

For the reason of compatibility with the Electromagnetic Transient Program (EMTP),

mainly, the latter ones are preferred. In a recent paper by Semlyen, a new development

using the ABCD transmission matrix for the analysis of JNU Multiconductor TLs has been

presented [7]. In this work the key idea is the determination of the frequency domain

propagation functions of an equivalent two-port model. In some cases such propagation

5



functions can be non-smooth and damping techniques for time domain simulations should

be used [11].

The Method of Characteristics [18], one of several solution methods that discretize

both time and distance, represents another approach to analyze electromagnetic transients in

TLs. This method has successfully been used in calculating transients on NU single-phase

lines, e.g., overhead horizontal lines with sagging and vertical conductors [19,20].

Moreover, this method has been applied to the simulation of Single-phase Lines with

nonlinear effects due to corona [21]. Recently the Method of Characteristics has been used

in the analysis of external fields excited Uniform Multiconductor TLs with frequency

dependent parameters [22]. It has been reported that this method does not present the

numerical oscillations that are very common in other time domain models.

In this work the Method of Characteristics is applied to the transient analysis ofNU

Multiconductor TLs with frequency dependent parameters. In addition, in order to make the

proposed model suitable to be interfaced with programs based in nodal formulation, for

instance the EMTP, Norton equivalent models are presented. Non uniformities of overhead

TLs can result from changes in height or radius of conductors, or variations ofthe electrical

properties of conductors and terrain. In particular in this work non uniformities due to

sagging of conductors are considered as an example. Results obtained with the proposed

model are compared with those from the EMTP and a Numerical Laplace Transform

Program (NLTP) [23].

2.2 MULTICONDUCTOR TRANSMISSION LINES EQUATIONS WITH

FREQUENCY DEPENDENT ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS.

The Electromagnetic behavior of a Multiconductor overhead transmission line with

frequency dependent electrical parameters can be described by a modified versión of the

equations proposed by Radulet, et al [24].

¿v(x,0 + LG ¿i(*,0 +¿ jrXt-T)Kx,T)dT = 0 (2.1)
dx ot ot ¿

^-i(x,t) +C^-y(x,t) = 0 (2.2)
OK Ot
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where v(x,t) and i(x,t) are the voltage and current vectors, respectively; LG
an C are the per-

unit-length geometric inductance and capacitance matrices and r'ft) is the transient

resistance matrix. For a system of n conductors with ground return all the matrices are of

dimensión nxn.

The element r'^t) ofthe transient resistance matrix is defined as the p.u. voltage drop

at the periphery of the /-th conductor that appears after the injection of a
current unit step

i=u(t) at thej-th conductor:

r's(/)=-^ <>0 (2.3a)
dx .

...

The transient resistance is a positive matrix function that fulfills the followings

properties:

\unr'(t) = diag{Rj (2.3b)
/-X-0

and

limr,(0 = 00 (23c)
i-tf>

In order to calcúlate r'ft), the classic Telegrapher's equations in the frequency domain

can be used. The transmission line equation corresponding to the voltage longitudinal drop

is

_ dVí^s) = [shG+Zcis) +ZÁs)yM (2.4)
dx

where \(x,s) and \(x,s) are the voltage and current vectors in the Laplace domain,

respectively; Zc(s) and Ze(s) are the per-unit-length internal and earth return impedance

matrices respectively.

Ifthe Laplace transform is applied to (2.1), it can be written:

_ dV^s) =^ + JR.(J)J(x> J} (2.5)
dx

where R'(s) is the transient resistance matrix in the Laplace domain. Comparing (2.5) and

(2.4) gives:

7



Rt(j)Jz.(»+zcw] (26)
s

Analytical expressions for Ze(s) and Zc(s) are well known for the case of

multiconductor overhead TLs [25,26]. The known expressions for the internal and return

path impedances involve irrational functions, this fact makes very difficult finding r'(t)

from R'(s). To overeóme this problem R'(s) can be calculated over any frequency range

and then each one of its elements may be approximated by a rational function expanded in

partial fractions as follows [27]:

^=-*b+^+¿-L-*_ (2-7)
s i^s-p,

Synthesizing poles and residues of (2.7) can be readily accomplished resorting to

several existing methods [28-31]. When the vector fitting technique is used [31], algebraic

procedures and numerical computation can be simplified. Henee using this technique it can

be written:

R'(j) = -K0+K.+¿——

K, (2.8)

and in the time domain:

r'(0 = «(OK0 + *(/)K. +£ e"K, (2.9)

it can be shown that (2.9) satisfy the initial valué theorem

limr'(f) = limsR'(*s) = K0 (2.10a)
/-MO _-»0

and the final valué theorem

limr,(0 = lún*s-R'(*y) = 00 (2.10b)
Z-»0 i-Mo

According to (2.3) and (2.10) it can be seen that Ko is the diagonal matrix equal to the

direct current resistance Rfc matrix. Therefore the rational fitting problem consists now on

synthesizing the following expansión:

R^(S)
= H(S) +K„ (2.11)

where:

8



H(J)=ZK,[í+pir

Substituting the time domain form of r'ft) given by (2.9) into (2.1) gives finally:

d

dx dt

d'r
v(x,r) + LOT ¿ i(x,f) +R*i(x,0 +£ ¡Ht

- T)i(x,r)dr = 0

where:

LOTr=LG+K„

h(/) = Jy"K.
i=i

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.14a)

(2.14b)

Equations (2.13) and (2.2) describe the electromagnetic behavior of a Multiconductor

Overhead TL with frequency dependent electrical parameters.

13 METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS

The Method of Characteristics consists on transforming the Partial Differential

Equations (PDEs) of TLs in Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs); and then solving the

resultant ODEs system by means of any suitable method.

For the case ofNU Transmission Lines the PDE's (2.13) and (2.2) can compactly be

expressed as follows:

where:

U =

A =

B =

—U +A—U + BU + f = 0
dt dx

y(x,t)

_(*,/)

0 C_1(x)

l;U*) o

o o

0 L-¿_(x)RA(x)

(2.15)

(2.16a)

(2.16b)

(2.16c)

9



f =

LtOO-K*,')
(2.16d)

and

§(*,') =
dt Jh(x,/-r)i(x,r)_/r (2.16e)

Expression (2.15) represents a system with 2n first order PDEs with x and t as independent

variables. In (2.16) it has been shown the per-unit-length electrical parameters as a function

ofthe distance to emphasize the NU property ofthe line. In the following the x variable of

the electrical parameters will be omitted for the sake of simplicity.

In order to solve the TL equations using the Method of Characteristics a time domain

modal analysis has to be performed. Consider the following pair of2nx2n matrices:

"'"'Ji

E*=[T2

T-l ZWT-

T-l
.

v -ZWT,

T Tv

TY "T,YW_

(2.17a)

(2.17b)

being Tv and Ti the matrices that diagonalize the LcorC and CLcor produets, respectively,

and

Zw=Vl^c7 (2.18a)

YW=^CJ^ (2.18b)

where Lm and Cm are the modal inductance and capacitance diagonal matrices defined by

L^T-L^Tj (2.19a)

C.-Tr'CTv (2.19b)

By definition system (2.15) represents a hyperbolic system ifmatrix A has only real

eigenvalues and a complete set of linearly independent eigenvectors [18,32]. It can be

shown that matrices EL and ER diagonalize A:

"O 0

ELAER =

0 -O
(2.20)

10



where O is a diagonal matrix whose non-zero elements are the modal propagation

velocities given by

1=-
l

(2-21)

^m¡Í^m_i

where Lm and C^¡ are the jj-th elements of LOT and Cm respectively.

To express the line equations in the required form (2.15) is left multiplied by EL

yielding

*" +*^) + ZJ^-H
dt dx ) w[dt •IHs4'--^í^ (2.22a)

(2.22b)

+ORMi„+«I»T^ = 0

and

where vm and im are modal vectors ofvoltage and current defined by

»„=T-'v(x,0 (2.23a)

im=Tr'i(x,0 (2.23b)

and R», is a nondiagonal modal resistance matrix given by

Rm =T^T, (2.24)

In equations (2.22) it has been taken into account that transformation
matrices Tv and

Ti are function of the x variable. In addition it should be stressed that the modal analysis

performed in this work is based on the x dependent real matrix LcorC and provides real

eigenvalues and eigenvectors. In contrast classic frequency domain
modal analysis can give

rise to complex transformation matrices.

Consider now the curves on the x-t plañe defined by the following differential

equations:

d*i
tj=±-r 7=1, ,» (2-25)
1

dt

11



where the plus sign corresponds to (2.22a) and the minus sign to (2.22b). Solutions to

(2.25) are known as characteristics and represent a new coordinates system for equations

(2.22). When dealing with uniform transmission lines the characteristics are families of

straight lines, in the x-t plañe, whose slops correspond to the modal velocities. In the case

ofNU lines (2.25) defines curves with distance dependent positive or negative derivatives.

Along curves (2.25), equations (2.22) become:

dt
w

dt dt{dx
v

J
v " w

dt [dx
'

J
'

dt
mm

dt
v *

(2.26a)

for characteristic curves with positive derivative and

dvm

~dt
-z. d^_d*(d_

dt dt [dx *>.'.+*.í(s**> dt
ma

dt
v *

for characteristic curves with negative derivative. Note also that

dX
J.

- =**
dxr
j

dt
f = l- .,n

(2.26b)

(2.27)

2.4 RECURSIVE CONVOLUTION

The vector % in the last term of (2.26) involves a convolution ofthe current \(x,t) with

h(x,t). The latter function can be expressed in the Laplace domain as a rational function

expanded into partial fractions. Therefore the convolution term can be solved using a

recursive scheme at each distance point x, as follows:

§(*,/) = -T(x,0
Ot

y(x,/)= Jh(x,í-T)i(x,r)í/r

(2.28a)

(2.28b)

In the frequency domain, (2.28b) becomes:

r(x,í) = H(x,í)I(x,í) (2.29)

Using the vector fitting technique [26] H(x,s) can be expressed at any distance point, x=d,

as follows:
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H(rf,í) =¿Kj_-p¿^'
/=i

Using (2.30), (2.29) can be written as:

r(d,s) = rdJ(s)+ +rd,„(5)

where

TdJ(s)
=KdJ[s-pdJYl(d,s) 1 = 1 ,N

Transforming (2.32) back to the time domain:

^1l¡J(t)-pdJydJ(t) = KdJi(d_t) ,
/ = 1, _N

at

Applying finite differences to (2.33) gives:

where superscript n correspond to t=nAt and n+1 to t=(n+l)At.

The term y"/J represents the /-th convolution at x=d and t=(n+l)At, then

convolution (2.28b) is:

yr^Zli-p^l-'A/Í^Y^+K^

,N

At
i"/1

Finally (2.28a) can also be approximated using finite differences:

%(.d,t)=^y{d,t)=Ur;l-rd)dt At

(2.30)

(2.31)

(2.32)

(2.33)

(2-34)

the total

(2.35)

(2.36)

2.5 NUMERICAL SOLUTION

Equation (2.26) can be approximated using finite differences. Fig. 2.1 shows a

graphical interpretation ofthe characteristic curves of (2.25) that cross through point
E at

time t=T+At. Each row of (2.26) is valid only over its characteristics to discretize the x-t

plañe would give rise to a set of non-regular grids, i.e., one grid for each propagating mode.

A more practical way to solve this is by defining a regular grid using the largest

propagation velocity. By defining Ax=max(<i>)At for the grid and ÁXj=<p¡At for each mode,

the proposed grid satisfies the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition for the whole set of

13



modes [18,33]. When using a uniform grid the departure points ofthe characteristics that

intersect at any grid's crossing point are unknown and must be determined through an

iterative procedure. Since the transmission line is a time invariant element the iterative

procedure is performed only once before starting the transient simulation [19]. Afterwards,

the valúes of modal voltages and currents at the required points are obtained by

interpolating the known valúes at grid's crossing points.

Fig.2.1. Characteristics in the x-t plañe

Using finite differences to approximate the derivatives in (2.26) and averages for the

required quantities at the evaluation points inside ofthe line, as shown in Fig.2.1, it can be

write

Hn H,■■12

"21
—

**22

,n+l

mE

/i+l

mE

f"lmD

f
lmF

where:

H„ =U + TVDTV£

H12 =ZWI(U + T¿1Tur) +AiR.I + (U +OW)AxT^«P£TJ

(2.37)

(2.38a)

(2.38b)
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H21 -U + TVFTV£

H22 = ZW2(U + 1£TB) + AxR,_2 + (U + T£rVJf )Axl£¥JfTIB

C=[u + Tv¿TVD]v"MD + [zwi(u + T¿1TID)-AxRm,]i:D

+ (U +Ovjf^titTLi
" (U+TvlTw^T-l|;[l + p£/A.r y"mm

C =[u + Tv¿TVF]v:F -[z^fu +T-% )-AxRffl2t;F

-(u +T-¿TV£)^T;'¿Y^+(u +T^£)^T-»¿[l + pKArrY:£íAf í=)
Af /=i

being U the identity matrix and

Ax = diag(Ax, , Ax2 , , Ax„ )

Z
wi

= (Zwé + Zwd )/ 2 ZW2 = (ZW£ + ZWF )/ 2

R-i =(R- +R-d)/2 Rm2 =(Rm£ +*Rmf)/2

/=i

the subscript "n" indicates any time step and "«+7" indicates the next time step.
The letters

D, E and F in the subscripts indicate the position at which quantities are calculated, as

shown in Fig.2.1. By solving (2.37) voltages and currents at point E at time t=T+At can be

found when modal voltages and currents at time t=T are known.

2.6 ITERATIVE PROCEDURE

When using a uniform grid the departure points of the characteristics that intersect at

any crossing point of the grid are unknown and must be determined through an iterative

procedure [34]. Since the TL is a time invariant element the iterative procedure is

performed only once, before starting the transient simulation. Afterwards, the valúes of

modal voltages and currents at the required points are obtained by interpolating the known

valúes at the crossing points ofthe grid.

To find the crossing points of the characteristics with the horizontal line at f=T the

following procedure is applied:

(2.38c)

(2.38d)

(2.38e)

(2.38Í)

(2.39a)

(2.39b)

(2.39c)

(2.39d)
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1. - For each propagation velocity fa calcúlate the distance Ax,_. (distance from E

to Dj) and distance AxJF (distance from point Fj to point E):

ÁXjd
=

faAt AxJF
=

ÁXjD (2.40a,b)

2. With the position of the cross points calcúlate propagation velocities at points

Dj and Fj;

*d = ^dC'd *f = a/Lf'C';1 (2.41a,b)

3. - To make a new estimation of the velocities, calcúlate an average between the

calculated velocities atD and Fwith that ofpoint E:

<S>D={<S>E+<S>D)I2 Of=(Oe+<I>f)/2 (2.42a,b)

4. - Calcúlate again distances Ax,z> and AxjF :

AxjD=faAt AxJF=faAt (2.43a,b)

5.- Repeat points 2, 3 and 4 until the difference between the current and past valúes

ofthe distances Axjd and Axj_. are lower that some established tolerance.

2.7 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

At the sending end of the line there exist only n characteristic curves, which

correspond to the bottom sign of equation (2.26), as shown in Fig.2.2. Using the second

row ofequation (2.37):

H.^-H^C^C (2-44)
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Fig.2.2. Characteristics curves at the sending end ofthe transmission line.

Using the modal transformations, (2.44) can be rearranged in the conductors domain

as:

¡»+l _ Y v"+1 - i (2-45)

V. «T* *|f—'fl-1"T*~1
"e

—

l\EK122E12l lVE

i
— T H_1f "

1hisle
~

ílEa22lmF

.n+1

where

(2.46a)

(2.46b)

(2.46c)

(2.46d)

In the same manner at the receiving end there exist only the n characteristics with

positive derivatives as shown in Fig.2.3. From the first row of (2.37):

H-.v^+Hui^C (2-47)

Using again the modal transformations (2.47) gives in the conductors domain:

v"+' = T v"
ve lVEymE

• n+1 -t* «n+1

"e
~

lÍE1mE
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• n+1
= v v"+l - i (2.48)

where

t=T+St

it~i■\r -t* HHT
■i*

—

1_Sn12nll *V£

■ — T H~'í"
*-*«_■

—

ílEa\2lmD

_ -p v«+i

• n+l
__rw,

.n+l
~

llElmE

(2.49a)

(2.49b)

(2.49c)

(2.49d)

Fig.2.3. Characteristics curves at the receiving end ofthe transmission line

Equations (2.45) and (2.48) represent a Norton model for the transmission line ends,

as shown in Fig.2.4. Current sources _>,,_# and i*,«/r at any time / are given in terms ofmodal

voltages and currents calculated at time t-At at the first and last interior points. Therefore at

time t the transmission line ends are topologically disconnected.
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kate »Jte.

Fig.2.4. Norton equivalent circuit for the transmission line's ends.

2.8 APPLICATION EXAMPLE

As an example consider a highly JNU three-phase TL crossing a hilly terrain, as shown

in Fig.2.5. The line is formed by parallel conductors with 2.54 cm. radius and 10 m. of

horizontal separation; the ground resistivity is assumed to be 100 Q-m. A unit step voltage

was applied to the conductors at the sending end and the receiving end was left open.

Source resistances of 1 0 Q were used.

The number of time steps for the simulation with the NLTP was 512 and for the

EMTP, Method of Characteristics and Piecewise Uniform Form were 400. The number of

line segments in cascade connection for the three programs was 20. In order to take into

account the frequency dependence of the electrical parameters of each line in the EMTP,

the J. Marti model was used. Figures 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8 shown the voltage at phase C ofthe

receiving node obtained with the Method of Characteristics, Piecewise Uniform Form and

EMTP, respectively, compared againstNumerical Laplace Transform results.
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Fig.2.5. Nonuniform Transmission Line geometry.
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Fig.2.6. Waveform at the phase C ofthe receiving node ofa nonuniform three-phase line:

NLTP and Method ofCharacteristics.



Fig. 2.7 shows waveforms obtained by considering a frequency dependent equivalent

uniform TL with a height of 26.59 m. This valué was obtained using the average distance

between the conductors and the terrain. Results from Figs. 2.6 and 2.7 show a remarkable

difference in the transient waveform when non uniformities are considered

2
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E l*2

u

I 1

o

>
0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

r
r r

- Characs.
-

EMTP

fl

L L U y
0.5 1.5 2 2.5

Time [ s ]

35
-54

xlO

Fig.2.7. Waveform at the phase C ofthe receiving node ofa uniform three-phase line:

EMTP and Method ofCharacteristics.

As can be seen from Figs. 2.6 and 2.7 the three methods, i.e., Characteristics, EMTP

and NLTP, yield almost the same results. It should be noticed the practical difficulty

involved when using the EMTP or JNLTP. With both methods the transmission line has to

be divided in several segments and each one must be included as a uniform transmission

line by itself. For a particular simulation the user has to decide about the number of

segments based on his expertise. When a new simulation with a different number of

segments is required, the electrical parameters have to be calculated again and a new data

file (or network) has to be created. This procedure in practice can be very cumbersome and

lengthy for the user.

A comparison between computing a different set of poles and residues for each line

segment and using the same set of poles, with different residues, for the whole line was

made applying the Method of Characteristics. Sets of poles computed at a number of

heights between the minimum and máximum line heights were tried. The máximum
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relative error, with respect to the máximum voltage, was 2%. In some cases using a single

set ofpoles was faster than using different sets, but in other cases the contrary occurred. For

both outcomes the máximum absolute difference in computation time was about 8%. Figure

2.8 shows waveforms using different sets of poles and the same set of poles calculated at

the average height.

Different sets ofpoles

Same set ofpoles

yw
i i i i i

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4

Time [ S ] x 10"

Fig. 2.8. Waveforms using a different set ofpoles for each line segment and using the same

set ofpoles for all the line segments.

2.9 OBSERVATIONS

The Method of Characteristics has been applied to the analysis of electromagnetic

transients in Nonuniform Multiconductor TLs with frequency dependent electrical

parameters. To solve the TL equations, a time domain modal analysis that yields real

eigenvalues and eigenvectors has been performed. To include the frequency dependence of

the electrical parameters the convolution operation has been simplified by using the vector

fitting technique. In addition Norton models for the transmission line ends have been

developed in order to make the method suitable to be included into general purpose

programs. The proposed model can be applied for any geometrical configuration and does
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not require damping techniques. Therefore it could help to determine whether the

oscillations, or the lack of them, presented in time domain analysis are part ofthe transient

phenomenon or due to numerical errors.
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3 PiecewiseUniformModel for

NonuniformMulticonductor

Transmission Lines

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In the method of characteristics for Nonuniform multiconductor TLs computing

spatial derivatives of the modal transformation matrices is required. In addition, since the

characteristics curves posses distance dependent slops, launching points for the

characteristics have to be approximated by an iterative procedure.

In this chapter a new model for NU multiconductor TLs with frequency dependent

parameters using the method of characteristics is presented. This model considers the

transmission line as being formed by a series of small Uniform Transmission Lines. With

this approach spatial derivatives of modal transformation matrices are not required and

launching points for the characteristics are always known. Non uniformities of overhead

TLs can result from changes of conductor's height or radius, or variations ofthe electrical

properties of conductors and terrain. In particular in this chapter non uniformities due to

sagging of conductors are considered again as an example. Results obtained with the

proposed model are compared with those from a Numerical Laplace Transform Program

(NLTP)

3.2 PIECEWISE MODEL

Along the characteristics the transmission line equations become:

^+Zw^-^Í^Tv')tvv_,-Zw^Í^Ti')tií.+^R_í.+^Tv^ = 0 (3.1a)
dt

w

dt dt{dx
v

)
v " w

dt [dx
'

)
' '

dt
- "

dt
v s

^_l_Zw ^.^ífLTv.)Tvv. +ZW *Í^Ti-1t.1- +—*J. +— Tv'S = 0 (3-lb)
dt

w

dt dt{dx
v

)
v " w

dt {dx
'

J
ln

dt
" "

dt
v S

where
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dK
- = «tag

fdxr
j

,j = l...,q (3.2)
v

dt
_

The vector ^ in the last term of (3.1) involves a convolution ofthe current i(x,f) with

h(x,r). The latter function can be expressed in the Laplace domain as a rational function

expanded into partial fractions. Therefore the convolution term can be solved using a

recursive scheme at each distance point x, as presented in detail in chapter 2.

Equations (3.1) can be approximated using finite differences over the characteristic

curves. Since the characteristics are curves with distance dependent slops the departure

points ofthe characteristics that intersect at any crossing point ofthe grid are unknown and

must be determined through an iterative procedure [14]. In this chapter a more practical

method is presented. It consists on considering the transmission line as a cascade

connection of small uniform transmission lines. This allows knowing the departure points

and does not require calculation of the space derivatives of the transformation matrices.

Henee (3.1a) and (3.1b) become:

dvm „ di*. dXn . dK—_lr _.
—

5L+ZW—!L+—Rmim+
— Tv1E = 0 (3.3a)

dt
w

dt dt
mm

dt
vS v '

and

dv„ „ d\„ dK-. . dXrwi-i* __

—

--Z»-!L+
—

RJ^
—Tv'E = 0 (3.3b)

dt
w

dt dt
mm

dt
vb V ;

By defining Ax=max(x^¡)At for the grid and AXj=ftAt for each mode, as shown in Fig.

3.1, the grid will satisfy the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition for the whole set ofmodes

[28]. Note that the transmission line sections at both sides ofpoint E do not have the same

electrical parameters, therefore the slop of the characteristics on the right side do not have

the same absolute valué ofthe corresponding slops on the left side.

Using finite differences over the straight lines shown in Fig. 3.1 to approximate the

derivatives in (3.3) and averages for the required quantities at the evaluation points, it can

be written:

Vm£ ~V__D
z Í,jL__Í-g |

AXRiZ)(»-£+*Í,d) ¿X T-^GU +*5d)
= q f, ^

At
wD

Ar A. 2 A/ 2

■

(■ t
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Fig. 3.1. Characteristics in the x-t plañe.

and

VmF V__C
_ y

* -i., [AXRmJ,(imf+im£)| AXT£gf+gg)
Ai A/ A/ 2 Ai 2

Rearranging and grouping terms the following linear system is obtained:

Y. U

where:

Y -U

,„+l
_

n+1

e

'hislr

'hisle

"hislD

Y. = Tu)(zwi, +(Ax/2)RmD +Ax^'P0Tfl))"1T4

■_«_- =TId1ZWD +(Ax/2)R*nD + AxlV_)''_)TI_)f TvDVh

Ye = Ty. (zWF +(Ax/2)Rmf +AiT^jlTj.Tu. ^TyJ.

W=T„. (z^ +(Ax/2)RMF +Ax^«Pí.%1"'^»^

**___>
= TVD{ v^ -[zwfl +(Ax/2)RmD]i;¿'mD

f tv-¿y:d/+^t- ¿[i+PD/A/rY:D/}

(3.5)

(3-6)

(3.7a)

(3.7b)

(3.7c)

(3-7d)

(3.7e)

/=i
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v*^
= TVF{ v'mF +[ZWF -(\x/2)RmF] i"mF

a/ tr Ar tr

where

Ax = í/iflg(Ax,,Ax_ Ax_) (3.8a)

^=ZK^(1 +P0.^)" (3-8b)

U = identity matrix (3.8c)

The subscript "n" indicates any time step and "«+/" indicates the next time step. The

letters D, E and F in the subscripts indicate the points where quantities are calculated, as

shown in Fig. 3.1. By solving (3.6) voltages and currents at point E at time t=T+At can be

found when voltages and currents at time t=T are known.

33 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

At the sending end of the line there exist only q characteristic curves, which

correspond to (3.5). Using the second row ofequation (3.6):

irl=YX+1-W (3-9)

where subscript "1" has been used instead of subscript "e" to indicate the initial point ofthe

transmission line.

In a similar manner at the receiving end there exist only the characteristics that

correspond to (3.4). From the first row of (3.6) it can be written

if =Yryf -h,. (3.10)

where instead of subscript "é" subscript "2" has been used to indicate the final point ofthe

transmission line and

¡r1 = -i"+1 (3.11)
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Fig.3.2. Characteristic at the sending end ofthe line

t=T+At

Fig.3.3. Characteristics at the receiving end ofthe line.
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Equations (3.9) and (3.10) represent Norton models for the transmission line ends.

Current sources i/,,_,e and vhislr at any time step / are given in terms of modal voltages and

currents calculated at time t-At at the first and last interior points, respectively. Therefore at

time t the transmission line ends are topologically disconnected.

3.4 APPLICATION EXAMPLES

a) As an example consider a highly JNU three-phase TL crossing a hilly terrain, as

shown in Fig.3.4. The line is formed by parallel conductors with 2.54 cm. radius and 10 m.

horizontal separation; the ground resistivity is assumed to be 100 Q-m. A unit step voltages

was applied to the conductors at the sending end and the receiving end was left open.

Source resistances of 10 Q were used.

The number of time steps for the simulation with the NLTP was 512 and for the

EMTP, Method of Characteristics and Piecewise Uniform Form were 400. The number of

line segments in cascade connection for the three programs was 20. In order to take into

account the frequency dependence of the electrical parameters of each line in the EMTP,

the J. Marti model was used. Fig. 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 shown the voltage at phase C of the

receiving node obtained with the Method ofCharacteristics, Piecewise Uniform Form and

EMTP, respectively, compared againstNumerical Laplace Transform results.
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Fig.3.4. Nonuniform Transmission Line geometry.
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Tirre[s] x10"

Fig3.5. Waveform at the phase C ofthe receiving node ofa nonuniform three-phase line:

NLTP and Method ofCharacteristics.
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Fig.3.6. Waveform at the phase C ofthe receiving node of a nonuniform three-phase line:

NLTP and Piecewise Uniform form.
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Fig.3.7. Waveform at the phase C ofthe receiving node ofa nonuniform three-phase line:

EMTP andNLTP
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b) As a second example consider a Vertical Multiconductor system as is shown at

Fig.3.8. The system is formed by four vertical conductors with 0.05 m. radius and 1 m.

horizontal separation; the ground resistivity is assumed to be 30 Q-m. A current source as is

shown in Fig.3.9 was applied with a sources resistance of 250Q. The number of line

segments in cascade connection was 30 for each simulation program. Fig.3. 10 shown the

voltage at the top node obtained with the Method of Characteristics (Piecewise Uniform

Form) compared against Numerical Laplace Transform results.

h*K

se injection

60 in

(1=1 in

radio = 0.05 m

Fig.3.8. Vertical Multiconductor Transmission Line System.
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Fig.3.9. Current Source injected at the top ofthe vertical transmission lines system.

x10~

Fig.3.10. Voltages at the top ofthe Vertical Multiconductor Transmission Line System.
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3.5 OBSERVATIONS

In this Chapter the Method of Characteristics has been applied to the analysis of

electromagnetic transients in NU multiconductor TLs with frequency dependent electrical

parameters. The Nonuniform transmission line has been modeled as a piece-wise uniform

line, this is, as a cascade connection of small uniform transmission lines. This model does

not require the spatial derivatives of the transformation matrices, therefore yields

computing time savings. The proposed model provides good results and can be applied to

any geometrical configuration.
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4 FiniteDifference TimeDomain Method

For Field Excited Nonuniform

MulticonductorTransmission Lines

4.1 INTRODUCTION

One ofmost widely applied numerical method for the computation ofelectromagnetic

fields is the Finite Differences Time Domain method (FDTD) or Yee's Method [35]. Since

this method is very fast and is not difficult to understand, in this chapter is applied to solve

the Nonuniform transmission line equations taking into account external electromagnetic

fields and frequency dependent parameters.

4.2 NONUNIFORM MULTICONDUCTOR TRANSMISSION LENE EQUATIONS

WITH INCIDENT ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS

From the Charge Conservation equation one can derive a modified versión of the

Telegraphers' equations proposed by Radulet, et al [24] for Transmission Lines taking into

account frequency dependent parameters and external Electromagnetic Fields [36]:

—

v(x,i) + LG
—

i(x,í) +
— ír'(. - r)i(x,T)dT = —

ax
v ' G

dtK
'

at „J dt
\3r a dl,
> n

'

¿i(x,0 + c|:v(x,0 = -G
dx. dt

rc-dí¡ -c
dt

■di

(4.1)

(4.2)

where \(x,t) and i(x,t) are the voltage and current vectors at any point along the line; Lg, C

and G are the per-unit-length geometric inductance, capacitance and conductance matrices

respectively[25]; r'(t) is the transient resistance matrix[26]; ¿B^and £wcare the incident
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magnetic field density and electric field intensity, respectively; á„ is the unit vector

normal to the surface defined by the i-th conductor and the ground plañe; dl = dlü¡ is the

line differential ofthe integration trajectory from the earth plañe to the i-th conductor. Ifthe

line has n conductors Lg, C and G are oforder nxn.

As presented in Chapter 2 the frequency domain versión of r'(t), R'(s), can be

calculated over any frequency range and then each one of its elements may be

approximated by a rational function expanded in partial fractions as follows [27]:

1
N

1

4 =-*o +**.+£ k,
s tfs-p,

Therefore, using the procedure presented in Chapter 2, (4.1) can be written as

(4.7)

¿v(i,/) +Lw ¿i(x,f) + Rdti(x,/) + |: Jh(. -r)i(x,r)rfr = ¿dx dt dt ~ dt

where:

^•cor -^G +K_

"i

a dl,
n

(4.13)

h(o=!y;'K/

(4.14a)

(4.14b)
/=i

Equations (4.13) and (4.2) describe the electromagnetic behavior of an Overhead

Multiconductor TL with frequency dependent electrical parameters excited by an external

electromagnetic field.

4.3 YEE'S METHOD

The finite difference-time domain (FD-TD) also called Yee's Method is a technique

that imposes a rectangular grid over the región of interest and solves a discretized versión

ofthe TL equations at the nodes ofthe grid [35].

Equations (4.13) and (4.2) can be ordered as follows:

a

dt
v(x,0 =C-(|^-|i(x,0) (4.15)
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where

| i(x,í) = L^ í|Va
-

£ v(x,í)
-

RAi(x,/)
-

%{x,t) (4.16)

«x,0 =

a/ Jh(x,/-r)i(x,r)í/r (4.17a)

(4.17b,c)

The vector § in (4.16) involves a convolution ofthe current \(x,t) with h(x,/j. As it

was presented in Chapter 2 the latter function can be expressed in the Laplace domain as a

rational function expanded into partial fractions. Therefore the convolution term can be

solved using a recursive scheme at each distance point x, as follows:

'

.

Vf =

l>x

Jflfdx,
0

v£ = -c

0

%(d,t) = ^y(.d,t) =±(y? -y»d)

where the terms y"d and y"dx are as defined in Chapter 2.

(4.24)

Equations (4.15) and (4.16) will be approximated using finite differences for the

derivatives and linear interpolation where the valúes of voltages and currents are required.

Fig.4. 1 shows the grid used for this procedure. According to Fig. 4.1, approximating the

derivatives in (4.15) and (4.16) with central differences gives:

n+l
_

n

yk JL —C
*-r¡

At

( En+l í

At

:-i+l/2 j-i+l/2

Ax
(4.25)

and

jn+3/2 _ ¡n+1/2
*_+l/2 **_+l/2

At

''

K^corMín)
At

vn+1 - v"+1
v*+l v*

Ax
R

• n+3/2
, jn+l/2 XZ."+',Í"

**„+l/2 "l",„+l/2 S +S
dc,k+l/2

(4.26)
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At
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A

i <■■>

k-% -r

n+l

v*+l

'/.-!/ i ^

yl

->•

Ax-

Fig.4.1. FD-TD grid

From (4.25) and (4.26) the foUowing time-marching algorithm can be written

< = vj +c;' £(c;>£(,
"*

- v£fl)-(« -i^))
and

•n+3/2

t+1/2
—

***+l/2

+ H*+i/:

ZYa+./2 -I_l + P,A/rY"„+,/2
- Ax-'te: - vr1)

1=1 /=1 / y1

|¥ A,-l . ***d_,i+l/2 l-n+1/2
, A*-l__._*»'+l ...»>.

l-t-W+i/2*^ +

^ K*i/2 + A/ ^ "f )

(4.27)

(4.28)

where

Ht+1/2 = ílw+1/_AT« + R^ilíl + ¿K,[l + P;A/r
-i

(4.29)

Superscripts "n" and "n+1/2" indicate any time step while "n+1" and ''n+3/2" indicate

the next time step for the voltage and current vectors respectively. Subscripts k and k+1/2

indicate the position where each quantity is calculated, as shown in Fig.4.1.
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4.4 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Consider a section ofthe grid at x
=

0, as shown in Fig. 4.2. Using central differences

for the time derivatives and forward differences for the space derivatives in (4.15):

n+l
_

n

0 0
_ pc-l
-*"

v^n

At

_n+l 6. .n+l/2_.n+l/2
V V M/2 "o

Ai Ax/2
(4.30)

Current i|¡+ is unknown but it can be approximated by interpolation as follows

n+l
, _n

_n+V2 »0ln +1

(4.31)

Substituting (4.31) into (4.30)

vr' = v" + c + rA^-](i.-2ir,/2)+c-i(v&+i-v&i) (4.30)

tt

• n + l

T
A/

1

¡I.
+ I/2

■_'_!__.

I— A»/—I
/21

Fig.4.2. Voltages and current at the sending end for the grid ofYee's method.

Rearranging (4.30) it can be written:

'o
~ VJ-V0 +1/,^! (4.31)

where
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v.|£,c

•Aisle
= (2i---iS)-YevS-(f](v&+,-V&)

(4.32a)

(4.32b)

In a similar way consider now a portion of the grid near x
= L, as shown in Fig. 4.3. At the

receiving end we have the following approximation:

"u.**-"*- _-_& in+1/2 - ¡"+1/2
Vf -V *■< '/-1/2

and

v"+1 - v"
f v'

=c?
At At Axl2

• n+1/2 *-/i"+1+i.

(4.33)

(4.34)

A

<

>-Y2

V

1
■>

i

7
Ai

1

H^H

Fig.4.3. Voltages and current at the receiving end
Yee's mesh.

Substituting (4.34) in (4.33)

v.+,=v?-
Atc:

Ax

i\

i.+l+\ - Wt» ~ ¡" )+ c7' (v**' ~ V& ) (4-35)

After some algebraic manipulations, (4.35) can be written as
follows:

ir1
■■■■■

Y.vr +¡
n+1 •

r
T
;
^ lhisl2 (4.36)

where
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Y = C,
Ax

Ai

t^=(i;-2ÍMi;22)-YX+^(v&,+,-v£n)

(4.37a)

(4.37b)

Equations (4.31) and (4.36) represent Norton models for the transmission line ends, as

shown in Fig.4.4. Current sources _*<„/ and \t_at2 at any time step i are given in terms of

voltages and currents calculated at time t-At and t-At/2 respectively at the first and last

interior points.

i = 0

■____» O

x
= l

\ .n-1

+

n*l

Fig.4.4. Norton equivalent circuit for the transmission line ends based on Yee's

Method.

4.5 APPLICATION EXAMPLES

a) As an application example consider example a) of Chapter 3. For the shake of

completeness data for this example is repeated here (see Fig.4. 5). The line is formed by

parallel conductors with 2.54 cm of radius and 10 m of horizontal separation; the ground

resistivity is assumed to be 100 Q-m. A unit step voltages was applied to the conductors at

the sending end and the receiving end was left open. Source resistances of 10 Q were used.

The number of line segments in cascade connection for the EMTP and Yee's Method

was 20. In order to take into account the frequency dependence ofthe electrical parameters

in the EMTP the J. Marti model was used. Figure 4.6 shows the voltages at phase C of the

receiving node obtained with both methods.
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250

Fig.4.5. Nonuniform Transmission Line geometry

"[¡me[s] x10-

Fig.4.6. Waveform voltages at the receiving end phase C. EMTP againstMethod ofYee.
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b) As a second example consider a three-phase transmission line excited by an

Electromagnetic plañe wave. The data of the line are the following: length 325m,

conductors radius 2.54 cm and ground resistivity of 100 Qm. The geometry ofthe line is

shown in Fig.4.7. At the sending end loads of 200 Q are connected and at the receiving end

the conductors are open ended. The electric and magnetic fields vary only with respect to

time as shown in Fig.4.8 and Fig.4.9.

Figure 4.10 shows the voltage waveforms obtained at both ends on phase C. For both

methods the line was subdivided in 25 sections of length Ax =13m. To obtain the voltage

waveforms using EMTP, the incident field effects were included by inserting equivalent

current sources between line subsections.

_i i i r „ i i i

O 50 100 150 200 250 300 360

Dstance[m]

Fig.4.7.Nonuniform three phase Transmission Line geometry
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Fig.4.8. Incident Electric Field
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Fig.4.9.Incident Magnetic Field
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Fig.4.10.Waveforms Voltage at the sending end phase C. EMTP againstMethod ofYee

4.6 OBSERVATIONS

The results obtained show that the FDTD method produces numerical oscillations for

the case where the excitation is injected at the transmission line ends [25]. However as

shown in the second example for the case of incident field excitation the numerical

oscillations are minimum or imperceptible.
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5 TheMethod ofCharacteristics forField

ExcitedNonuniformMulticonductor

Transmission Lines

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the Method of Characteristics developed in Chapter 3 is extended to

the problem of field excited Multiconductor Transmission Lines. The incident fields may

be in the form of uniform plañe waves such as those generated by distant transmitting

antennas or they may be nonuniform fields such as those generated by nearby radiating

structures and lightning.

5.2 METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS

The telegrapher' s equations, as shown in Chapter 4, for the case of field excited

multiconductor transmission lines are:

|-V(X,Í) +L^ |i(x,i) +R*i(x,i) +| jh(i - T)i(x,T)dT =Idx dt dt i dt
\3Tadl (5.1)

¿i(x)i) + c|-v(x,i) = -Gdx dt
\rc-dT,

dt
¡l** -dí, (5.2)

where:

L =L^.+K'-'cor G o

h(i) = í>V''K/
;=i

(5.14a)

(5.14b)
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Expressions (5.1) and (5.2) can compactly be expressed as follows to get a 2» first

order differential equations system with x and i as independent variables.

—U + A—U +BU-A—E + f = 0
dt dx dt

where:

U =

A =

B =

v(x,í)

i(x,í)

0 C_1(x)

o o

0 LÍ(x)R*(x).

f =

E =

Ll(x)^(x,i)

and

%{x,t) =

ss

dt
fh(x,i-r)i(x,T)í/r

\a?dxt

(5.15)

(5.16a)

(5.16b)

(5.16c)

(5.16d)

(5.16e)

(5.17a)

(5.17b)

*¡

v£=-c \erdxi (5.17c)
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Using the definitions of eigenvalues and eigenvectors and the procedure introduced in

Chapter 3 expression (5.15) can be transformed into the following pair of equations:

{ dt dx ) v{dt dx)
mm v * w

drm dt^m

(5.23a)

(5.23b)

where vm and \m are modal vectors of voltage and current and yf and \|/£ are the modal

quantities corresponding to y* and y£ defined by

vm=Tv-'v(x,i) (5.24a)

im=Tr-\x,t) (5.24b)

vf=TvV (5.25a)

^=T,V (5.25b)

and Rn is a nondiagonal modal resistance matrix given by

R^T-'R^T, (5.26)

Consider now the curves on the x-í plañe defined by the following differential

equations:

h=±~¿ ;' = L '" (5-27>

where the plus sign corresponds to (5.23a) and the minus sign to (5.23b). Solutions to

(5.27) are known as characteristics and represent a new coordinates system for equations

(5.23). In the case of JNU lines (5.27) defines curves with distance dependent positive or

negative derivatives. However, as presented in Chapter 3 for a piece-wise uniform

transmission line the characteristics are families of straight lines.

When (5.27) holds, equations (5.23) become:
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d\

dt

dv„

dt

-5- + Z
w

<ñ_ dx_ . dx.— >, _ ds. a £ í/x a « _

í/i

cñ
-Z*,-?L +—RJ.+

í/X„ . <«„_,.

¿/i aí

í/x a

w

<*
T

<*"""*■ "'d*'1***2- ril 0/

dx a

w ,. ^-^^<=°

(5.28a)

(5.28b)

where

dX „ f<*c.
7
= 1.- •,« (5.29)

The vector £ in (5.28) involves a convolution ofthe current i(x,í> with h(x,t). The

latter function can be expressed in the Laplace domain as a rational function expanded into

partial fractions and then it can be solved using a recursive scheme as was shown in

Chapter 2.

53 NUMERICAL SOLUTION

Equation (5.28) can be approximated using finite differences. Fig. 5.1 shows a

graphical interpretation ofthe characteristic curves of (5.27) that cross through point E at

time t=T+At. By defining Ax=max(<l>)At for the grid and Axj=_bjAt for each mode, the grid

satisfies the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition for the whole set ofmodes [32,33].

Fig.5.1. Characteristics in the x-t plañe
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Using finite differences to approximate the derivatives in (5.28) and averages for the

required quantities at the evaluation points inside the line, as shown in Fig. 5.1, it can be

written:

Y. U

Y. -U

,n+l

• n+1

"AMO*

■AÉite.

(5.39)

where:

Y. - T^l ZWD +—R,^ + AxTVD

Ax,

2
**«_•

- T-D ^wd +
—

^mD + AxTV2,1r

^=T^.
Ax,

^"WF +~Z~^-mF +AxTvf.1'FT1

D™D*ID I ^Ví

TÍ'

' 1 T_I
IF I *VP

T"1 v
lVDy hislD

i =T
lhiste K1F ZWF +^— RmI. + AxTvf i fTtí. TwpVj,■'WF mF VF

* F*IF *VF* histF

n+1 _***n n+1

'e
—

íVEy mE

• n+1 rw. «n+1

". — *IC*1_v\ERmE

Ax = diag(Ax, , Ax2 , , Ax„ )

▼d.f=ÉK^f(i + P/d.fA/)"1

(5.40)

(5.41)

(5.42)

(5.43)

(5.44)

(5.45)

(5.46)

(5-47)

being U the identity matrix and

V/usiD
_ lyD ymD "*~ Z -^R^WD ~ ^mD iio+^Vot*»» -^Tv¿£[i +pM'y;mD/

/=1

■

tvdfWvST" - vS>)+ tó+1 - *£))

(5.46)

VhutF
~

***VF
Z -^R^WF ~ -^mF *"-

"

77T¿I T¡L« +£t¿¿ [1 + p;Ai]"' y:f/
'

Ai tí Ai tí

tw f(zWF („*♦•
- ¥* )+ te - vr ))

(5.47)
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the subscript "n" indicates any time step and "n+7" indicates the next time step. The letters

D, E, and F in the subscripts indicate the position at which quantities are calculated, as

shown in Fig.5.1. By solving (5.39) voltages and currents at point E at time t=T+At can be

found when voltages and currents at time í=7'are known.

5.4 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

At the sending end of the line there exist only n characteristic curves, which

correspond to equation (5.28b), as shown in Fig.5.2. Using the second row of equation

(5.39):

(5.42).n+l¡n+l _ y V»*- _i
"e

—

I-Ye ñhisle

Fig.5.2. Characteristics curves at the sending end ofthe transmission
line.

At the receiving end there exist only the n characteristics corresponding
to (5.28b) as

shown in Fig.5.3. From the first row of (5.52):

(5.56)
.n+l• n+l

_ y vn+1 _¡
V

-

Xryr lhislr

where:
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vn+l =
n+1

•rt+1
_ _|«+1

■
,

1 _

(5.57a)

(5.57b)

t=T+ÍSt

Fig.5.3. Characteristics curves at the receiving end ofthe transmission line

Equations (5.44) and (5.47) represent a Norton model for the transmission line ends,

as shown in Fig.5.4. Current sources i/,,*,, and U¿,fr at any time step i are given in terms of

voltages and currents and the electric and magnetic effects from any external fields

calculated at time t-At at the first and last interior points. Therefore at time i the

transmission line ends are topological ly disconnected.

kiste

Fig.5.4. Norton equivalent circuits for the transmission line at the ends taking account

the electric and magnetic external fields.
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5.5 APPLICATIONS EXAMPLE

As an example, consider a Nonuniform three phase transmission Line which is hit by

a uniform plañe wave. The data of the line are: length of 325 m, the conductor radius is

2.54 cm and ground resistivity is 100 Qm. The geometry ofthe line is shown in Fig.5.5. At

the sending end ofthe TL a load of200 Q is connected and the receiving end left open. The

incident Electric andMagnetic field are shown in Fig.5.6 and 5.7.

250

200

150

m 100

50 100 150 200

□stance [ m]

250 300 350

Fig.5.5. Nonuniform Line geometry.
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Fig.5.6. Electric field waveform.
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Fig.5.7. Magnetic field waveform.



Figure 5.8 shows voltages waveform at the sending end (and receiving end) with the

Method ofCharacteristics and Yee's Method while Fig. 5.9 presents voltage waveforms at

the sending end (and receiving end) for the EMTP and the Method of Characteristics. For

the three simulations the line was subdivided into 25 sections ofAx=13m. As can be seen

from the figures the three procedures provide almost the same results.

x1GT"

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Time [ s ]

1.2 1.4 1.6

x10

Fig.5.8.Voltages waveform at the sending end (and receiving end) with the Method of

Characteristics and Yee's Method
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x10

x10

Fig.5.9.Voltage waveforms at the sending end (and receiving end) for the EMTP and the

Method ofCharacteristics.

5.6 OBSERVATIONS

In this Chapter the method of Characteristics has been applied to the analysis of

electromagnetic transients in nonuniform multiconductor transmission lines illuminated by

incident electromagnetic plañe waves. The proposed method does not present numerical

oscillations which are very common in finite difference procedures. The results obtained

with the method of characteristics showed good agreement with those from the EMTP.

Results from the EMTP do not present numerical oscillations, however, this simulation

method is very cumbersome and the accuracy ofthe results depends on the expertise ofthe

user.
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6 ConclusionsAndFuture Work

6.1 Conclusions

In this work the Method of Characteristics has been applied to the analysis of

electromagnetic transients in NU multiconductor TLs with frequency dependent

electrical parameters. To solve the TL equations a time domain modal analysis that

yields real eigenvalues and eigenvectors has been performed. To include the frequency

dependence of the electrical parameters the convolution operation has been simplified

by using the vector fitting technique. In addition Norton models for the TL ends have

been developed in order to make the method suitable to be included into general-

purpose programs.

As can be seen from the results the method of Characteristics yields almost the

same results as the EMTP and NLTP. It should be noticed the practical difficulty

involved when using the EMTP or NLTP. With both methods the transmission line has

to be divided in several segments and each one must be included as a uniform

transmission line by itself. For a particular simulation the user has to decide about the

number of segments based on his expertise. When a new simulation with a different

number of segments is required, the electrical parameters have to be calculated again

and a new data file (or network) has to be created. This procedure in practice can be

very cumbersome and lengthy for the user.

The proposed model can be applied to any geometrical configuration and does not

require damping techniques. Therefore it could help to determine whether the

oscillations, or the lack of them, presented in a time domain analysis are part of the

transient phenomenon or due to numerical errors.

The Nonuniform transmission line model has been simplified and a piece-wise

uniform line model has been developed. This model does not require the spatial

derivatives ofthe transformation matrices, therefore provides computer time savings. In

spite ofbeing a simplified model it yields very good results and removes the possibility

of numerical oscillations inherent to the numerical approximation ofthe transformation

matrices derivatives.
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Finally two procedures for calculating electromagnetic transients in field excited

nonuniform multiconductor transmission lines have been presented. The first one is

based on the Finite Difference Time Domain method or Yee's Method and the second

one is an extensión ofthe model based on the Method ofCharacteristics.

The Finite Difference Time Domain model presented numerical oscillations in the

case of independent excitations applied at the transmission line ends but it yielded

correct results for field excited transmission lines (without independent sources).

The model based in the method of characteristics (piecewise uniform) proved to

be robust and provide correct results for any kind ofexcitation.

6.2 Future Work

Finally, with the model proposed for nonuniform lines there are several

possibilities for future works as follows:

1) Extensión of the piece-wise transmission line model to a number of

practical cases, such as: towers, transformers and electrical machines.

2) Using the same idea ofthe piece-wise uniform model a piece-wise linear

model can be develop for the case ofnonlinear phenomena (corona effect

for example)

3) Inclusión of the proposed model in a commercial program, such as the

ATP or the Power System Toolbox ofMatlab.
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